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ABSTRACT. Direct measurements of the horizontal divergence of the air Aow close to the snow surface 
have been made. The mean vertical wind component has been derived from these observations. The tempera
ture profile has been analyzed near the center of the snow-dome and a m ethod to determine the sensible 
heat Aux indep endent from the energy budget has been developed. 

REsUME. Sur la formatioll de vent de drainage Sllr ulle cOllpole de neige. D es m esures direc tes de la dive rgence 
horizon tale d e I'ecoulement d e I'air pres de la surface de la neige on t ete executees. La composante verticale 
moyenne du vent a ete deduite d e ees observations. La profil de temperature a e te analyse pres du centre de 
la coupole de neige et I'on a d eveioppe une methode pour determiner le Aux calorifique sensible independa
m ent du bilan energetique. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Die Elltstehullg des Kaltluft-Abflllsses mu einem Sclmeedom. Di cht libel' del' SchneeoberAache 
wurde die horizontale Divergenz d er Luftstromung unmittelbar gemessen. Aus diesen Beobachtungen wurde 
die mittlere V ertikalkomponente des Windes hergeleitet. Das T emperaturprofil wurde nahe am Zentrum 
des Schneedoms untersucht ; eine Methode zur Bes timmung des Flusses del' fl.hlba ren Warrne unabhangig 
von del' Energie-Bilanz wurde entwickelt. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Blue Glacier is located in the center of the Olympic National Park on the north-east 
slope of the Mount Olympus massif. In the upper regions of the g lacier we find a snow-dome 
with remarkably regular features . The topography of this snow-dome and the location of the 
Blue Glacier field station are indicated in Figure I. 

The purpose of the study reported in this paper was to obtain a better understanding of 
the characteristics of the initial stage of air drainage, using relatively simple portable instru
mentation. Under calm and clear weather conditions, the air in contact with snow cools and 
sinks resulting in a specific a ir drainage pattern. A special effort was made to measure the 
horizontal divergence of the air flow and to relate this to the observed temperature profile on 
the snow-dome. The sensible heat flux to the snow surface may be obtained from the tempera
ture profile combined with the divergence of the horizontal wind. 

DIVERGENCE MEASUREMENTS 

Two techniques were used to compute the divergence of the flow close to the surface on 
the top of the snow-dome. In the first , winds were recorded by six Casella anemometers, each 
mounted on a wooden mast at a height of 50 cm. and arranged at positions I, 2, 3,4, 5, and 6 
on the circumference of the outer circle as shown by Figure I. Wind directions were recorded 
by automatic wind vanes at three of the anemometers and at the other three it was observed 
by noting the direction of incense smoke. 

In the second technique, three anemometers were arranged in positions I , 3, and 5 on 
the outer circle of radius 125 m. and the other three at 7, 8, and 9 on the inner circle of 
radius 62 ' 5 m. 

Temperatures were measured at the center of the circle by a small thermistor thermometer. 

V E RTICAL VELOCITIES 

The horizontal divergence over the center of the snow-dome is a direct consequence of the 
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Fig. I. Topograp~y qf the snow-dome and location of the Blue Glacier Field Station. The circles on the snow-dome indicate the 
areas of divergence meaSllrements. Scale I : 8 , 000. Contour heights in meters 

drainage down the side slopes and may be considered the first stage in the development of 
drainage. The air that is being cooled at the snow surface and consequently flows downhill 
must be replaced from above, therefore the average vertical velocity over the center is directly 
related to the horizontal divergence . If we consider an observation circle with radius R 
(using the first technique) and assume that each anemometer is representative for the velocity 
over !th the circumference of the circle, then the mass of air that leaves the circle in excess of 
the mass that enters, up to a height h, is given by 

6 " 

m = -- - - dz 27TRPL J V z· R 
6 R 

1/ = 1 0 
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where p is the density of air, V z is the horizontal velocity at height Z, and n is the number of the 
anemometer position. This outflow is due to subsidence of air from above. The mean vertical 
velocity w over the area of the circle at the height h is therefore given by 

or, combining with ( I ), 

- 171 

w" = p7rR2' 

6 h 

w" = 3;~2 L f V z ' R dz 
tl = 1 0 

In order to evaluate the right hand side of equation (2) it is necessary to know the vertical 
profile of V z from the surface to heigh t h along the circumference of the circle. The six anemo
meters were placed at 50 cm. height along the circumference of the circle, therefore rather 
incomplete profiles were obtained. If it is assumed that the observations at 50 cm. represent 
the average windspeed to a height of 100 cm., equation (2) may be evaluated immediately. A 
somewhat better, although still fairly arbitrary, assumption is a logarithmic wind profile 

Vz = U* In z+ Zo 
k Zo 

where u* is the friction velocity, k von Karman's constant, and Zo the roughness length. For 
melting snow with suncups <:0 ~ o' 5 cm. 

Substitution of this equation into equation (2) yields after integration 

The vertical velocities obtained with this equation are about 8 per cent smaller than with 
the first assumption when integrated over 100 cm. height. The logarithmic profile assumption 
still tends to overestimate the actual value of w because the drainage wind profile shows a 
maximum usually below 100 cm. It is conceivable therefore that the results presented in 
Table I are as much as 20 to 50 per cent too large when equation (4) is used. 

Table I reveals that favorable conditions for the formation of drainage wind are a clear 
sky and warm air persisting for a few hours over the snow-dome. 

As an illustration of a typical run, Table 11 gives the radial component of the wind for 
run 2. 

It is apparent from this observation that very close to its origin the drainage wind is 
a lready at least as large as the prevailing wind. 

Vertical downward velocities of air masses on the snow-dome were found to be of the order 
of I cm. sec. - I at a height of I m . above the snow surface under fair weather conditions with 
no prevailing wind. When there was prevailing wind from a different direction than the 
drainage wind the divergence appeared to be rather weak and consequently low vertical 
velocities were obtained. 

From an error analysis of divergence results, it was found that there was a possible error 
of 40 per cent in the vertical velocities obtained by this technique. It is certainly desirable 
to have better accuracy of observations, but this requires a much more sophisticated instru
mentation. It is gratifying, however, that the order of magnitude of the vertical wind relatively 
close to the surface has been obtained this way. 
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The analysis for the second technique may be carried out in a similar way to the one 
described above; the results obtained with this method are also presented in Table I. However, 
the accuracy is even less than that of the first technique. 

TABLE I. THE DATA AND RESULTS OF DIVERGENCE R UNS 

Vertical 
Height of Height of the velocity 

RlIIl Technique Date Time Weather anemometers drainage wind layer at I m. height 
cm. cm. sec. - 1 

Full circle 30 July 18·45 St. cm. in valleys and 50 No clear demarcation; - 0,2 1 

Ig63 occasional fog. Pre- th e temperature 
va iling wind of 1- 3 profile showing near 
knots from E. and isothermal condi-
S.E. tions at the center 

2 Full circle 3 August 11.00 1/ 10 cloudy patches to 50 Transition zone at - o'gl 
Ig63 N . and S.W.; clear about one meter 

overhead, no pre-
vailing wind 

3 Full circle 3 August 11.30 1 / 10 cloudy patches in 50 Transition zone at - 0 ·66 
Ig63 the horizon ; clear about one meter 

overhead, no pre-
vailing wind 

4 Full circle 3 August 12.00 Clear overhead; no 50 Transition zone less - 1'10 

Ig63 prevailing wind than one meter 

5 Concentric 3 August 12.30 Clear overhead; ligh t 50 Clear demarcat ion at - 0·g2 
circles Ig63 prevailing wind of about 50 cm. 

2- 3 knots from S.W. 

6 Concentric 3 August 13.00 Clear overhead; light 50 Clear demarca tion at - 1'06 
circles Ig63 prevailing wind of 50 cm. 

2- 3 knots from S.W. 

7 Concentric 3 August 21.30 Clear overhead; no 50 No clear demarcation - 1,00 
circles Ig63 prevailing wind 

8 Concentric 3 August 22.00 Clear overhead; no 50 No clear demarcation - 1'l g 
circles Ig63 prevailing wind 

TABLE 11. RESULTS OF A TYPICAL R UN 

Anemometer position 2 3 4 5 6 
Radial wind component cm. sec. - l - 50 + 50 + 70 + 130 + 100 + 80 

TEMPERATURE PROFILES OVER THE SNOW-DOME 

There is a close relationship between the divergence of the flow with its resulting drainage 
wind and the vertical temperature profile over the snow surface, because the buoyant force of 
the cold air close to the surface is basically the cause of the drainage. A typical temperature 
profile observed during run 5 on 3 August 1963 near the center of the snow-dome under calm 
conditions is plotted in Figure 2. The cooling of the air by the snow surface affects the tempera
ture up to a height of about I m . Above this height the temperature is almost independent 
of height. 

An attempt has been made to describe such a temperature profile theoretically. The area 
of observation on the snow-dome may be approximated by a cylinder with a radius of about 
2 ,000 m. Near the top of the snow-dome an average steady-state two-dimensional flow 
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Fig. 2 . Profiles if temperatllre, vertical velocity and co4Jicient 

perpendicular to the cylinder (Fig. 3), may be described by the fo llowing equations for momentum, energy, and continuity: 

0 - d - -M 
-::;- pu2 + " puw == pg -() sin rp, ox uZ 

0 - 0 -
;:;- pu(J + - pw(J = 0 , 
ox oz 

0 - 0 -
- pu + -pw = o. ox oz 

Terms due to the curvature of the snow-dome are omitted because they are small. 

(5) 

(6) 

The term on the right hand side of equation (5) is the buoyancy force: (J is the potential temperature, 11() is the potential- temperature difference between the drainage-wind air close to the surface and the environmental air above at least I m . height, and rp is the elevation angle of the snow surface (Fig. 3). Near the center of the snow-dome sin rp ~ xlr, where x is the distance from the center of the snow-dome and r is its radius of curvature. Since u = 0 
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for x = 0, '(fii /o Z ~ all/ox for small x and equation (5) may be written after expanding and 

using equation (7) as 

- all a -- -- 0 -- -- pgxM 
pU;-+ ;-(pu12 + up'u' )+:o (pu'w' + w p'u' ) = - ()- . 

ux ux u Z r 
(8) 

Under calm conditions the turbulence is not strongly developed and horizontal and 

vertical variations in the turbulent fluxes of momentum are probably negligible in comparison 

to the change in the mean horizontal momentum flux . Therefore in the left-hand side of 

equation (8) the first term is the only significant one, and this equation reduces to 

(9) 

g M 
where a1 = --;r;- . Since t!.() varies slowly in the horizontal but rapidly in the vertical, a may 

be considered constant in the x direction, but a function of z. Equation (9) may then be 

integrated to 

Il = ax ( 10) 

because Il = 0 for x = o. 
From equation (6) and the fact that pressure fluctuations are negligible in comparison to 

temperature and density fluctuations, i.e. p' /15 = - () ' IB, it follows that all/ox + oill/ o;:; = o. 

And combining this with equation ( 10) yields 

£ 

W = - J ad;:; 
o 

because ill = 0 for Z = o. 

SNOWOOME SURFACE 

I ~~ 

Fig. 3. P seudo-Cartesian coordinates used near the top of the snou;-dome 

When the temperature profile is measured, it is possible to use equation ( I I) to derive the 

vertical wind component independently from the divergence measurements . For this purpose 

the temperature profile p lotted in Figure 2 was used. The derived profiles of a and ill have 

also been plotted in Figure 2. We see that the value of ill at 100 cm . is - 0·5 I cm. sec. - 1 which 

is considerably less than the value of - 0.92 cm. sec.- I derived from the divergence measure-
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ment. This difference may be partly caused by the inaccuracy of the divergence method and 
the fact that this method used tends to give us a n overestima tion of w. However, it is also fel t 
that the simple cylinder approximation of the snow-dome tends to give an underestimation 
of w, because the actual shape is somewhere between cylindrical a nd spherical. For a spherical 
surface with the same radius of curvature the va lue of w would have been increased by about 
40 per cent. For the discussion that foll ows the profiles of wand a have been adjusted so that 
w' oo = - 0.92 cm . sec. - /, corresponding to the value obtained by the divergence measure
ment. These curves have also been plotted in Figure 2 . 

Finally equation (7) may be expanded in a simila r way to (s ) a nd (6), using again the 
relations p' /p = - e' /B, etc., with the result 

- oB - oB a - a -
u-+ w- +- u'O' +- w'O' = o. ox az ax az 

H ere we may assume that aB/ox ~ (1B/az and that ou'e' /ax ~ ow'O' /o z, thus 

- aB a -w _ .L _ w'O' = o. az I az 

If we now assume that w'O' = - KH aB/a z, where K H is the eddy thermal diffusivity and 
substitute equa tion (I I) into equation (12 ) the latter equation may be integrated to 

B- Oo = { ~~L f exp [ - J f dZ"] dz' 
o o 

z 

wheref = ;H [0::1 + J a dZ] and the index 0 refers to the surface of the snow. 

o 

The functionfdepends on what assumption we m ake [or Ku. It seems reasonable to assume 
that in the undisturbed air KH is constant, independent of height. This reflects a remnant of 
turbulence which is st ill present in the free a ir. When the a ir is bro ught close to the surface 
the vertical wind component is g rad ually suppressed and K H m ay be assumed to be a 
function o[ z. 

Equation (13) has been worked out for two cases. In the first case it is assumed that K H 

is a linear fun ction of z, i.e. 

and in the second case that KH is a n exponentia l fun ction of z, i.e. 

( I S) 

where Koo is a consequence of the remnant of turbulence present in the free air. A series of 
curves approximately agreeing wi th the observed one are possible with values of u* ranging 
from 2·0 to 4.0 cm. sec. - / in both cases and K 00 ranging from soo to S ,OOO cm ." sec. - / in 
the latter case. The best-fitting curve is shown in Figure 2. 

Although equation ( I S) m ay appear more a ttractive from an intuitive point of view, the 
introd uction of K 00 is an extra unknown parameter which allows fo r a wider range of arbitrary 
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guesses. Since assumption (14) leads also to a good description of the observed temperature 
profile it is preferable because of its simplicity. The good agreement between the measured 
and computed temperature profiles indicate that the theory is consistent with observations. 

It should be emphasized that the theoretical arguments given here are only valid near the 
center of the snow-dome. As soon as the drainage wind itself has obtained sufficient strength, 
friction with the surface becomes significant and p u'w' in equation (8) may no longer be 
neglected. Also entrainment of air from above may play a significant role in the momentum 
distribution. This extension requires further study both experimental and theoretical. A 
related study has been carried out by Ellison and Turner (1959). 

ESTIMATION OF THE TURBU LENT HEAT FLUX INTO THE SNOW 

The enthalpy flux density at heights h where the temperature is independent of height 
may be expressed by 

because here (w' 8' ) h ~ (w 8h . 
The coefficient TfO is a correction factor which is only significant if the observations are 

taken at high elevations. It decreases about 3 per cent per 1,000 m. and in our case its value 
is o· 94. Close to the surface w approaches 0 and the temperature fluctuations are large, 
therefore the enthalpy flux is then given by 

This last flux is not easy to measure directly but may be derived indil'ectly if we assume that 
in a column of air from the surface to about one meter a steady state exists . Then after 
combining with ( 16) 

( 18) 

where the second term on the right-hand side expresses the enthalpy flux through the sides 
of the column as a result of horizontal divergence. We have assumed here that the divergence 
of horizontal turbulent heat flux is negligible. Since W, a and (j are known the right-hand side 
of (18) can be evaluated. 

On substituting the observational data, F H( 0) is found to be 6 · 05 X 10- 4 cal. cm. - 2 sec. - I 

by evaluating the integral in (18) numerically. 
FH (O) may also be estimated from the theoretical temperature profile (equation (13)) 

which fits the observations best. Using u* = 2·8 cm. sec. - I, ZO = o · 5 cm. we find K H( 0 ) = 
T a(j 

o· 56 cm.' sec. - " and from equation (13) we find (j az
o 

= 4' 18°C . cm.- I
• Therefore 

T a(j 
FH (O) = - cppKH(o) -e-" is found to be - 5'7 X 10- 4 ca!. cm. - ' sec. - I

• 

OZo 

The agreement between the two methods only indicates that the equations used are 
consistent with each other, but does not reflect the accuracy of the result. The probable error 
is estimated to be ± 30 per cent which is a consequence of the uncertainty in the determination 
of the vertical velocity component. 
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When it is possible to improve the accuracy of the divergence measurement, we have here 
potentially a good method to determine the sensible heat flux density. It may be useful to 
incorporate this method in mass-budget studies on the glacier. 

CONCLUSION 

Although the results reported here are modest, it is promising that the picture obtained so 
far is consistent with observation. More accurate observations are needed for a real test of the 
theoretical arguments put forward and an effort should be made to obtain an independent 
check on the sensible heat flux to the snow which is the most difficult term to measure in the 
energy budget of a glacier. It is a lso desirable to obtain instantaneous values of u and fJ , so 
that the neglected terms in equation (8) may be measured. These terms are recognized to 
be small by intuitive reasoning which should be confirmed by direct measurement. 
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